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New car online sales – Quo vadis?
Online sales maturity assessment of leading 
manufacturers in Europe, the USA and China



“  With car dealerships closed, discounts on  
new and used cars are popping up online. ” 

MarketWatch

Dear Reader,

Online sales are a hot topic in the automotive industry, and not only because of Tesla's success with its 
revolutionary sales model . OEMs are also seeking new ways to meet customer expectations and being 
where the customers are, and that is online, where most customers make their purchases . More than 
60 percent of people in the European Union purchased goods or services online in 2019, almost double 
the percentage compared to 2009 .1 More than half of those younger than 54 years of age shop online 
regularly, and 70 percent of those between the ages of 25 and 34 shop online regularly .2 In China, retail 
e-commerce revenue for 2020 is expected to be $2 .090 trillion .3 Online sales in the USA are second  
to China in e-commerce revenue .4 While every fifth retail sale in China is online, only around 11 percent 
of US sales were online in 2019 . Mainly due to the COVID-19 outbreak, that number rose to 16 percent 
in the second quarter of 2020 .5

The goal for every OEM looks straightforward: create a webshop to sell cars online as soon as possible . 
But simply creating an online shop is not enough . It also means transforming the company into a 
future-ready organization that adapts to changing customer requirements and buying behavior .  
A car purchase is a significant investment and a very emotional process . Therefore, a 5-star online buying 
experience compensates for the lack of personal interaction by guiding customers through the buying 
process, from horsepower to necessary paperwork . State-of-the-art technological realization is a must to 
make it happen .

With the partial closing of physical points of sales (POS) due to COVID-19, online sales channels have 
become more important than ever for OEMs . BearingPoint analyzed the online offerings of leading 
OEMs in the USA, Europe, and China and evaluated their online sales readiness, identified leading 
practices, and derived recommended actions .

Enjoy reading! 
Christoph Landgrebe

Preface

1 Statista Umfrage – Internetkäufe durch Einzelpersonen in Deutschland
2 Statista Umfrage – Altersverteilung der Online-Käufer in Deutschland
3 eMarketer - China Ecommerce 2020
4 Statista Prognosen – Umsätze imE-Commerce nach Ländern weltweit
5 Statista Statistics – Share of e-commerce sales in total U .S . retail sales;
 Statista Statistics – E-commerce share of retail sales in China

“  Carmakers launch direct internet sales  
Manufacturers bypass dealers as Covid and  

electric cars change the way customers buy. ” 
Financial Times

“  Car dealers are desperate  
Does that make it a good time to buy a vehicle online ? ” 

Los Angeles Times

“   Volvo: Lockdown has changed car sales forever  
Circumstances forced brands to speed up their transition  

to an online retail model, which will have a lasting impact. ” 

Autocar
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/with-millions-of-people-homebound-check-out-these-online-car-dealership-discounts-2020-04-24
http://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/153981/umfrage/internetkaeufe-durch-einzelpersonen-in-deutschland
http://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/76300/umfrage/altersverteilung-der-online-kaeufer-in-deutschland
http://www.emarketer.com/content/china-ecommerce-2020
http://de.statista.com/prognosen/1005908/umsaetze-im-e-commerce-nach-laendern-weltweit
http://www.statista.com/statistics/187439/share-of-e-commerce-sales-in-total-us-retail-sales-in-2010
http://www.statista.com/statistics/1129915/china-ecommerce-share-of-retail-sales
https://www.ft.com/content/6681b877-348b-486e-8149-aa9dc6bd7fa4
https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2020-04-08/buying-car-online-dealers-coronavirus
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/volvo-lockdown-has-changed-car-sales-forever


Management summary
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Maximum score: 51 points

Key insights

German OEMs tend to avoid  
their home market and instead  
have offers in the UK and China .

Besides Tesla, the online sales  
experience of US manufacturers 
scores poorly .

Online sales processes differ  
from market to market .

Tesla provided the leading  
practice in all assessed markets .

Not only premium OEMs top the 
ranking, but also volume OEMs  
provide very mature online shops .

Volume
Premium

No pattern was found to suggest  
that premium OEMs provide more 
mature stores than volume OEMs .

Volume Premium

BearingPoint experts analyzed the leading car manufacturers (OEMs) in 
China, the USA, and Europe (Germany, the UK, France, Spain, Italy); they 
rated how the OEMs meet customer needs along the digital customer 
journey, especially the purchasing experience .1

Various OEMs already provide mature online shops, and several patterns 
emerged from the analysis . There are correlations between buying processes 
and markets in terms of complexity, process duration, and dealership 
involvement . The study also showed large numbers of online shop offerings 
with high service maturity in China and the UK . Despite being one of the 
largest car and online sales markets globally, the USA did not prove to be  
a market with many online shops for new cars . While the German market  
is in an emerging phase with numerous shops available and growing, only  
a few online shops are available in Italy, France, and Spain . Those markets  
are not considered as markets with high online sales maturity .

It is worth mentioning that only one manufacturer has an online shop  
in all assessed markets: Tesla, which also scores highest in every market .  
The UK market proved to be a designated pilot market, with many OEMs 
already having mature shops exclusively there . Many OEMs avoid their  
home market but show mature services abroad, mostly in the Chinese 
market . It is notice able that not only Chinese OEMs are providing the  
leading practices in their home market, but also foreign manufacturers do .

The maturity of online shops does not correlate with the car segment  
the OEM is active in, and the study found that both volume and premium 
OEMs can provide high scoring online shops . While volume and premium 
OEMs have specific strengths in different areas, there are white spots in  
some areas where none of them provides a leading practice .

1 Data analysis conducted July 2020

The UK and China prove to be the 
markets with the largest number and 
highest maturity of online shops .
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1:  Volkswagen – Zwischenbericht, Januar – September 2020; 
Toyota – Sales, Production, and Export Results; 
General Motors – Third Quarter 2020 Global Sales; 
Daimler – Investors/Key Figures/Monthly sales cars and vans; 
BMW Group – Quarterly Statement Q3; 
Audi Group – Quarterly Report Q3; 
Newsroom Porsche – Operatives Ergebnis, Umsatzrendite, Auslieferungen, Investitionen Q3

2:  Statista Umfrage – Entwicklung der weltweiten Automobilproduktion;  
Statista Umfrage – Größte Automärkte weltweit nach PKW Neuzulassung;  
Statista Umfrage – Neuzulassungen von Personenkraftwagen nach Ländern

Scope and approach of the study

Changing customer demands and buying preferences and the forced closing 
of physical points of sale due to COVID-19 show OEMs that digital transfor-
mation in sales needs to speed up . Between January and September 2020, 
the three biggest OEMs worldwide experienced a drop in sales between 
minus 17-25 percent (Volkswagen Group -25 percent, Toyota -15 percent,  
and GM -17 percent) . Also, the premium segment of passenger cars suffered 
as Mercedes-Benz's sales declined by 14 percent, BMW by 11percent, Audi  
by almost 13 percent, and Porsche's customers bought 5 percent fewer less 
cars than they did in the same timeframe in 2019 .1 OEMs reacted at the 
beginning of the year by pushing online sales, with some even adapting their 
sales model to the new circumstances . Chinese car manufacturer Geely, for 
example, has created an online sales channel that allows customers to 
complete the entire purchase process online – including financing and home 
delivery of the car . To reduce face-to-face contact as much as possible, the 
car keys can even be delivered by drone .

Since the new car market is very diverse and customer behavior differs from 
market to market, the scope of the study was designed to include the most 
important car markets in the world, which are China (31 percent of global car 
sales in 2019), the USA (25 percent), and Western Europe (~25  percent) .2  
In Europe, the study focuses on the largest new car sales markets: Germany, 
the UK, France, Italy, and Spain . The top 10 manufacturers by sales in each 
market were assessed . OEMs not ranked among the top 10 by sales but 
known for providing a decent online shop experience were also included .  
Only stores operated by the OEMs are considered in the analysis . Sales via  
a third-party provider, like Amazon, were not considered . 

The manufacturers' online shops were assessed along the customer journey . 
Their ability to execute online sales based on the shops performance score 
was evaluated to derive their online maturity and readiness .
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•  Assessed markets: US, CHN, DE, 
UK, IT, FR, ES

•  Focus on: new car online sales

• OEM stores only

• Top 10 OEMs in sales plus 
selected manufacturers with 
online shops considered

• Number of brands assessed =  
91 in 7 markets

In brief :

http://www.volkswagenag.com/presence/investorrelation/publications/interim-reports/2020/Q3_2020_d.pdf
http://global.toyota/en/company/profile/production-sales-figures/
http://media.gm.com/dld/content/Pages/news/emergency_news/2020/1105-earnings/_jcr_content/rightpar/sectioncontainer_0/par/download_1571508076/file.res/gm-q3-2020-global-sales-chart.pdf
http://www.daimler.com/investors/key-figures/divisions/sales-cars/
http://www.bmwgroup.com/content/dam/grpw/websites/bmwgroup_com/ir/downloads/en/2020/q3/Q3_2020_BMW_Group_EN_Online.pdf
http://www.audi.com/content/dam/gbp2/en/company/investor-relations/reports-and-key-figures/interim-reports/quarterly-report-Q3-2020-audi.pdf
http://newsroom.porsche.com/de/2020/unternehmen/porsche-operatives-ergebnis-umsatzrendite-auslieferungen-investitionen-quartal-3-2020-22734.html
http://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/151749/umfrage/entwicklung-der-weltweiten-automobilproduktion
http://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/164769/umfrage/groesste-automaerkte-weltweit-nach-pkw-neuzulassungen
http://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/181566/umfrage/neuzulassungen-von-personenkraftwagen-nach-laendern  


Maturity rating and methodology

The OEMs are ranked along the customer journey . The journey is divided  
into three phases: 

Pre-Sales, which focuses on information and decision-making;  
Sales, which looks at the buying process;  
Handover, which focuses on the post-buy process . 

Among those phases, different subsequent aspects are included, such as  
car configuration in the Pre-Sales phase or a trade-in option in the buying 
process . Every aspect has four degrees of maturity . These degrees of maturity 

Platforms with purpose limited to providing information to customers were not analyzed .!

Pick-up  
at dealer

Order 
tracking

Home 
delivery

Hand-over 
processDrop-off

Car  
configu- 
ration

VR/AR 
experience

Available 
product 

information
Test drivePersonal 

advice Overall UX Online  
buy Trade-InBuying 

method
Order 

cancellation
Financing/ 

leasing
Return  
policy

are based on the degree of fulfillment . Depending on the degree  
of fulfillment reached, points range from 0 for no fulfillment to 3 for  
maximum fulfillment . The maximum number of points possible is 51 .

Since the Pre-Sales phase mainly provides information to customers  
and can also be fulfilled by an informative website or a car configurator,  
offerings that only covered those aspects were not considered . Whenever  
there is an action possible that enables a buying process, like a down  
payment, a declaration of intent, signing contracts, or executing a  
binding purchase, the service offering was considered in the analysis .

Analysis Scope

Evaluation categories

Target: Target:

Online shop with purchasing function

Key trigger

Is an action possible that enables a buying process? 
Triggered by: down payment, declaration of intent, signing contracts, binding purchase

OEM homepage/car configurator

Information Realizing sales

2   Sales1   Pre-Sales 3   Handover

1

2

3

Maximum score = 51 / „3“ in each category 

 Ranking Methodology

Evaluation Categories Score

No service   
(e . g ., no test- drive option) 0

Basic service  
(e . g ., form for contacting dealer regarding test-drive) 1

Good service  
(e . g ., option to inquire for specific timeframe and car) 2

Excellent service  
(e . g ., test-drive booking online possible) 3
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Markets and regions are diverse both in qualitative and quantitative 
online shop offerings . While the Chinese market assessment showed 11 
manufacturers with an online shop, Spain's and Italy's only provider is Tesla . 
The UK ranks second, with an online shop offering by 8 OEMs, followed  
by the USA and Germany with 4 and France with 2 .

Quantitatively, China has the most online sales according to our research,  
and it also has the broadest functionality . Even brands with no online shop 
offering in their home markets, like Volkswagen and Audi, have online shops 
in China to tap the country's vast e-commerce market .

Surprisingly, the USA has limited online shop offerings . Besides Tesla, only  
two GM brands and Honda have an online shop, and all three of them can  
be improved, especially when compared to Tesla .

Europe proved to be very diverse . While the UK has outstanding online shop 
offerings, such as Tesla and Dacia, Germany only provides an average or 
middling online shop offerings . The remaining big European markets lack 
complete online customer journeys . There is only one OEM active in all 
markets and of leading practice, and that is Tesla .

Digital online stores 
by location:

Study results - regional differences

2 x

2 x

1 x

1 x

5 x

6 x

3 x

1 x

5 x

3 x

1 x

1 x

• The number and perceived quality 
of online shops vary enormously 
from market to market.

• Markets with the best and most 
mature online shops are in China 
and the UK.

Key Facts 

Volume OEMPremium OEM
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Strikingly, Tesla reigns supreme in all European markets, scoring the highest 
overall result for its UK shop with 40 points . The electric automobile manu-
facturer provides the best-in-class shop not only in Europe but in all surveyed 
markets . Unexpectedly, Dacia finished third in Europe with its easy to use UK 
online shop, which scored 36 points . Interestingly, volume OEMs, including 
Peugeot and Seat, are strongly represented in the European market, finishing 
3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12 . Premium OEMs from Sweden, Germany and the UK 
filled the remaining places . One German premium OEM scored poorly with  
its UK shop .

In the USA, beyond Tesla, only General Motors, with one volume brand and 
one SUV brand, can say it competes . Both share the same shop tool and, 
therefore, both scored 24 points . Honda also offers a shop, but it was rated 
last in our survey .

Study results – detailed performance by market

21

28
27

24

39

Tesla

33

Volkswagen
Geely 
BMW

29

Audi

21

35

32

34
33

28
27

26

22

40

Tesla  
(UK)

39

Tesla  
(DE, FR, IT, ES)

36

Dacia  
(UK) 39

Tesla

24

Chevrolet 
GMC

18

Honda

China has the most online shop offerings by assessed OEMs, with 11 of the 13 tested 
brands having an online shop . Beyond Tesla, the German premium brands position 
themselves in the top 5 . Volkswagen, with 33 points, and Audi with 29 points, made it 
to the top 3 . Both do not offer online shopping in their home region . Chinese brands 
also have an online shop offering, from very competitive, like Geely's 33 points, to  
less qualitative offerings . Other brands with online shops are Japanese players, but they 
did not score competitive ratings . In general, there was no pattern recognized that 
premium OEMs automatically provide a more mature online shop than volume OEMs .

Many weaknesses in the analyzed services can be eliminated by optimizing the link 
between the digital and the physical elements of the buying processes . Digitally 
transforming the customer journey for buying new cars is an essential success factor for 
OEMs to generate customer acceptance . Frequently occurring examples are paperwork, 
trade-in services, order cancellation and a return policy, and delivery/drop-off options .

Volume OEMPremium OEM

CHINAEUROPE USA
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The sales processes vary enormously from region to region, differing  
in purchasing duration, the level of dealer integration, and payment . 
Inter estingly, though processes were different from region to region,  
within a region, they were consistent . Despite advertising with special  
offers and discount codes as with other online shops, the pricing flexibility 
customers enjoy in a dealership by bargaining is not yet included in  
the digital customer journey .

The European online shops generally have a very lean buying process .  
Buyers can often purchase or finance a car entirely online, though 
sometimes larger down payments are required, and the remaining  
amount needs to be paid at the dealership . The dealership of choice 
executes the handover .

Dealerships play a significant role in the online shop experience in the  
US . Since the US-market is considered a “stock-car market”, online shops 
display the available stock at all participating dealerships, and by selecting  
a car, a customer will be directed to a specific dealer . The car can be  
reserved, credit checked, and payment placed, and then the handover  
can be at the dealership .

China's OEMs either display their online shop offering on their portal or  
use providers like chebaba .com to display the offering . After a small down 
payment, the final payment must be made at a 4S Shop (Sale, Sparepart, 
Service, Survey), which also delivers the car to the customer . Interestingly,  
the leading practice OEM in China is again Tesla, applying minor adjust- 
ments to its mature core process for the local specialties .

OEM operated online shop OEM operated online shop OEM operated online shop

New cars offering (stock and build-to-order) Display of stock Display of stock

Down payment for car reservation Online shop of participating dealers Down payment for car reservation

Full payment/financing online Car reservation, credit check, payment Offline payment at 4 S shop

Finalized buy Finalized buy Finalized buy

Study results – sales process traits

• Sales processes differ  
from market to market.

• To provide an appealing and 
accepted online shop, OEMs need  
to adapt to local conditions.

Key Facts 
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Study results – deep dive leading practice Tesla UK
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3
2
1
0

Strengths Weaknesses
• Overall very mature online shop including 

configuration, payment, trade-in, return 
policy, and delivery

• Benchmark in Europe, China, and the USA

• Video chat

• No possibility to chat

• Lean design leads to lack of information 
at some points

40
out of 51

Key Facts 
•  Tesla provides the leading practice in the 

UK with the highest score in the global 
analysis.

• Improvement potential is identified in  
VR/AR car presentation and test drives, as 
well as home delivery and order tracking.

• Leading practices with maximum scores 
are reached in categories at every point 
of the customer journey.

Ev
al

ua
tio

n

2   Sales1   Pre-Sales 3   Handover
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Leading practices that scored the maximum of 3 points in the evaluation 
categories covered nearly every part of the customer journey . In phase 1 . 
Pre-Sales, many OEMs achieved the maximum number of points in available 
product information, personal advice, and overall UX . In the phase 2 . Sales, 
most shops scored the maximum for order cancellation . In the phase 3 . 
Handover, most of the OEMs provided high maturity in their pick-up services .

Interestingly, not only the overall leading practices were among the top 
scorers in individual evaluation categories . For instance, Chinese manu-
facturer ROEWE was a leading practice in the categories Available Product 
Information and Buying Methods, showing that not only the overall leading 
practices should be considered in benchmarking processes .

Still, there were two evaluation categories in which none of the assessed OEMs 
managed to score the maximum of 3 points . In the phase 1 . Pre-Sales, no online 
shop provided the possibility to use state of the art VR or AR tools to explore the 
vehicles . Solutions that are already in use in some dealerships and brand centers 
are not available in online shops . Furthermore, no OEM scored highest in order 
tracking in the phase 3 . Handover . This rating relies on available information for 
customers while purchasing the car . Since many OEMs provide stock cars in their 
online shop offering, detailed order tracking with production insights is not 
possible and therefore not provided . By providing a leading practice in those two 
areas, OEMs could stand out from the competition and build a USP in the online 
sales customer experience .

Well covered categories and room for improvement
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Conclusion and recommended actions

Conclusion Recommendation of Action

The new car market is starting to build an online channel globally . 
Important players are entering the market in the EU, the USA,  
and China .

1
Analyze your customer structure with a customer journey analysis 
to design a UX/CX to leading practices . Assess your physical and IT 
infrastructure for suitability to provide online sales . Create an 
adapted pricing and sales model designed to generate revenue 
and skim customers' willingness to pay . Adapt the trend early .

Tesla is the only OEM dominating the market, with its  
core solution slightly adapted to the local market . 2

Learn from the leading practice dominating the online shops in 
terms of quality and experience . Use process re-engineering 
applying fit-gap-analysis to assess and build your new ecommerce 
platform to meet customers requirements

Not only premium OEMs are discovering the online channel for 
themselves . Volume OEMs use the channel as additional POS as 
well . Premium OEMs are not necessarily providing a better shop: 
the volume manufacturers outclass them multiple times .

3
Use the BearingPoint benchmarking methodology to assess your 
online shops competitiveness on different requirement levels in 
comparison to automotive and x-industry, resulting in a maturity 
rating identifying and prioritizing calls of action .

Every market and region has its customer preferences and  
legal traits that lead to different sales processes . 4

Adapt your service offering to the market's traits and structure the 
sales process to fit customers' preferences . The BearingPoint 
methodology to systematically achieve and maintain 5-star ratings 
can work as a base for increased traffic and conversion rates .
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About BearingPoint

BearingPoint is an independent management and technology consultancy with European roots 
and a global reach . The company operates in three business units: The first unit covers the advisory 
business with a clear focus on five key areas to drive growth across all regions . The second unit 
provides IP-driven managed services beyond SaaS and offers business critical services to its 
clients supporting their business success . The third unit provides the software for successful digital 
transformation and regulatory requirements . It is also designed to explore innovative business 
models with clients and partners by driving the financing and development of start-ups and 
leveraging ecosystems . BearingPoint’s clients include many of the world’s leading companies and 
organizations . The firm has a global consulting network with more than 10,000 people and supports 
clients in over 75 countries, engaging with them to achieve measurable and sustainable success . 

For more information, please visit: www .bearingpoint .com

www .bearingpoint .com

http://www.bearingpoint.com
http://www.bearingpoint.com
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